
Dear Imogen  
 

Thank you for your correspondence, I am sorry that sometimes my passion for the welfare 
of companion pets makes my vernacular colourful, but then again don’t we all have things in 
life that we find destressing to point of despair.  

Imogen, imagen a time in Melbourne when redhead kids where the norm and the Westgate 
Bridge was only a blue print and the Vic Market was the place to be on a Saturday morning 
(still is). That was a snippet of my youth in Melbourne the late 60, s and even now 
Melbourne is my town; the faces are new and I am older but the food is moor divers “yum”. 
As you know Australian culture is made a new all the time and as it is progressive in its 
acceptance of other cultures we truly are the land of the free.  What I have observed is the 
social leverage migration dose make on a culture with slow supple lifestyle and economic 
influencing elements.  For myself I have witness wave, after wave of humans escaping all 
manner of hardships to live a life of freedom and the right to be them self’s. For this I am 
proud to be an Australian and part of an enabling culture that stands for the betterment of 
humanity and overseas we as a nation are noted for many things gun controls, our 
economic robustness, the list is not limited.  

You should know because I wish it; I am not racist, some of my best friends are from all over 
the globe some are from as an example Vietnam, India so on, each one of my friends have 
divers culturally different back grounds and there’s nothing wrong with that.  

However, If I when to parts of India and tried to eat a cow I would be shunned or even 
killed, if was in Vietnam walking in the markets I may be sickened to see cats and dogs up 
for sale as food. The Indians that migrate to Australia know we consume cows before 
arriving, so on.  

For me I always thought that it was law in Australia that you could not, should not eat your 
cat and dogs. So When it made headlines of the man in Melbourne doing what is his 
homeland culturally accepted, I was stupefied by the stupidity that we the Australian 
companion pet owners really believed that under law they were safe. All I am seeking is a 
law that most Australians assume is a law. 

Better understanding the economics of Companion pet industries in Australia and the need 
for protection for the employment out comes, the fiscally co-depend pet industries.        

Imogen as a professional and a Senior Research Economist, ask this question of yourself or 
as you could probably formulate a better one this I am certain of;  

How much of the Australian economic landscape is co-dependent on the fiscal revenue 
stream derived from the companion pet industry’s? 

AUSTRALIAN PET INDUSTRY STATISTICS IN A NUTSHELL in 2012:  

Of all the pets in Australia, and around 8 million households owning a pet: 4.2 Million were 
dogs 

3.3 Million were cats -The Pet Industry was estimated at around A$7 Billion 

  



$7 Billion a year” Imogen” and newer symbiotic fiscal developments for markets in pet 
insurance once again the list is far from limited, the sphere of influence on the Australian 
economics should not be set aside.  Reliance on the lesser legal standing that the act- “of 
reliance on the underlining social acceptance that prevents consumption of companion pets 
could break down and destroy  a well-developed $7 Billion a year market”    

You see Imogen, companion pets even play a large part in our economy as well as the 
dreamy loveable child hood memory of play with your pet, you know this is how we all learn 
responsibility’s and the guidelines of life and helps define who we become as an Adult. 

I hope by now you Imogen have a better understanding of why I would have a new law put 
in place that we don’t as yet need and may never.  

I hope the Productivity Commission can supply me and 8 million households owning a pet, a 
peace of mind and protected a $7 Billion a year market 

Thanks Lance Payne “Life Ninja” 

PS nice name  and you add this as a submission if you would  

 


